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Here is just a very brief summary of what has been happening with TRICS Surveys. In
2017 a total of 167 surveys were completed as part of the annual survey programme.
This is planned to be increased to 215 for the 2018, I say planned, this is the figure we
are aiming for, as all of you involved with undertaking surveys there is always one or two
sites that have problems or just can’t be undertaken.
As always we are collecting data within all 17 TRICS regions within the UK. The surveys
cover a wide range of development types and locations and are undertaken within our
two survey windows.
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Last years User Survey was one of the main ways to know what the users want data
collection wise. These land use recommendations are then put together with a very
extensive existing data review undertaken by Ian. The data review looks at the number
of surveys that are about to become greater than 8 years old, where they are within the
TRICS regions and their site locations; this is undertaken for all the 113 Land uses.
The existing data review and the user recommendations are then combined to create a
complex matrix of required surveys broken down into land‐use, site location and region.
From this information a final list is then created to ensure that both the users needs and
the databases requirements are met.
This process is just about to be started for the 2019 Programme.
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Here is a list of the primary land uses that are currently being surveyed within the 2018
Programme.
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This slide outlines the process of how the surveys are undertaken once the final list has
been created.
Firstly the TRICS team visits each region to visit potential survey sites. When on site the
development will be considered in detail and photographs taken. The person visiting the
site will then write‐up a detailed survey specification and include photographs to ensure
that all accesses are surveyed and all site specific elements are considered. No two sites
are the same, so this part of the process is vital to ensure that the data contained with
the system is accurate. This is one area that many of the people looking at TRICS are so
impressed with.
I will cover permissions gathering in a little more detail on the next slide. But let us just
say, it is a make or break stage of the whole process.
Once a region has been finalised and has the required permissions a package of survey
specifications is sent to those survey companies interested in the region and tenders are
received. The successful survey company then completes the surveys and returns the
data to TRICS in electronic format.
This finalised data is then input into the system and then the TRICS team undertake
extensive Validation procedures, questions are sent back to the survey company to
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answer and once successfully completed the site is ready to go live within the database.
As you can see this is quite an extensive process and usually takes 9 months to a year
from site visit to data inclusion within the system.
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So – We go through the extensive process of finding suitable sites within the regions,
undertake survey specifications to ensure that a TRICS survey can be undertaken, just to
not attain permission to undertake the survey. Each survey within the database has had
permission to be undertaken, we can’t survey without this permission, even if we are
not entering the site. Without it we can not attain the important additional information
required about site area, staff numbers etc. I do not consider the information to be
commercially sensitive, as it does not contain where people come form or their
economic background. In fact, if a competitor wanted to do the same type of traffic
count, they could, albeit without the additional information. The site operator gets a
copy of the survey information when completed by TRICS, so I believe having a TRICS
survey at your site can be a bonus.
We are finding that one of the main ways we are able to get surveys undertaken is the
involvement of local Users, either recommending surveys or assisting in making
introductions to operators. This is extremely helpful and also ensures that the most
important uses within your regions are covered. So if you have specific sites or contacts
within your areas that would help us in our data collection process please let us know.
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Drive Thru Coffee Shops – Why are we having so much trouble getting permission to get
these surveyed? You – the user, have identified these as important to be included within
the system. But every time we approach the operator they refuse permission on the
grounds that the data is commercially sensitive. We don’t even get this from the big
four supermarkets. I can foresee Council’s refusing these developments shortly due to
the lack of independent trip data. If anyone has a contact to enable the system to start
to collect this data, please let me know. We are very keen to survey a few sites to get
them onto TRICS.
Farm Diversification – Very complicated area. The prospect of turning unutilised barns
and structures into offices or farm shops is easier to deal with than some of the other
areas of diversification, as the new uses are often contained within TRICS to begin with.
However, we do have a problem with the existing Farm uses and how the diversification
reduces this aspect of traffic generation and how the more bizarre new uses also impact
or reduce traffic, especially the larger type of vehicles. It would be good to do a before
and after survey.
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This new Category has been surveyed for the past few years and a number of you have
heard presentations about these developments in the past. We now have enough
developments within the system to create it’s own land use. So you will see the new
land use category within the next release.
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We constantly try and improve the way we deal with survey data, to ensure it’s high
quality and reduce the time before it goes live within the system. Many of you will have
heard about the data upload facility we introduced 18 months ago. This facility has
enabled the data to be processed much quicker and now we are seeing some survey
data being included within the database within 6 months.
The 2019 data collection programme is already being worked on and the number of
surveys planned next year is increasing to around 260. So as you can see we are
constantly striving to maintain and improve the data contained within the system.
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We now move onto the second part of the presentation. In this section I would like to
update you all on the work being undertaken with the southern hemisphere.
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A quick recap of what has been undertaken to date with regard to the Australasian
Database. Since 2014 TRICS and a similar organisation named TDB have been working
together to create a siloed database for their historic data. A legal agreement was
signed in 2017 which formally started the development of a two phase project. It was
agreed at an early stage that the Australasian system should be siloed, this ensures that
incompatible data can not be combined and also enables the database to be very much
Australasian centric in its design.
Phase One of the system is to contain the historic data already contained within an Excel
spreadsheet, this has been quite problematic, as the data is not in our usual TRICS
format, as you will see later in this presentation.
Phase Two of the system is to be more akin to the TRICS UK system you all love, 12 hour
counts (undertaken in 15 minute intervals). We are intending to test the impact of 15
minute surveys in the southern hemisphere before it is introduced to new surveys in the
UK.
Once Phase Two has been completed there will be a continuing survey programme by
TRICS and TDB to undertake TRICS surveys within the region.
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It has taken a while to get this phase near completion, as the data is very different to
TRICS’ standard format. However, we are now in the last stages of Beta Testing and it
would appear that all the niggles have been ironed out and we have now got a system
which uses mainly single hour surveys into a form that is more TRICSesk.
It is oped that the system will be released to the Australasian TDB members in July this
year.
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Quick Screen shot showing the Map feature and the location of the Fast Food sites on
the system. There are actually 76 sites here, but due to the vast nature of the region
covered it looks a lot less from the dots on the map. As you can see these screens are
very much the same as we have within the UK system.
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As you can see in this Phase One System, the Location Details Screen is very similar to
the UK version.
However, due to the Historic data only containing limited survey data the Survey Days
screen has had to be changed so that it can handle limited data sets. Phase two of the
system will contain 12 hour counts, so these sites will be more akin to the UK format.
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The potential increase in TRICS membership spreads the costs of servers and system
developments. Which means more of the membership fees can be spent upon surveys
and future research.
Undertaking TRICS surveys in other regions of the world means a standard survey
methodology starts to become the norm. This means that it is easier for TRICS members
to look at trends and similarities.
We think that the UK is one of the leading lights within the Transportation industry with
regard to Transport Assessments and Travel Plan monitoring. However, Australasia is
very much looking towards the impacts of driverless cars. Having TRICS covering
multiple regions of the world enables the UK to see the influences of new technology
before it reaches our shores. Much the same as Australasia benefits from seeing how
Travel Plans can influence non‐car modes of travel.
There are also benefits in sharing techniques and developments across regions. One of
the things that might be introduced to the UK database is the provision on ATC data for
the adjacent road network, this is currently undertaken in Australasia, so we will see if
this would be applicable and useful within the UK.
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As you will probably guess, although very similar in nature, the Surveys within this
region will be different to the UK. Vehicle types might be slightly different, the land‐uses
used within the UK or not compatible to those in Australasia and different questions
regarding population densities and public transport provision may be changed.
One area that is going to be trailed within the phase two system is the provision of 15
minute survey intervals. If successful this is likely to be brought over to the UK at a later
date.
As soon as the survey methodology has been agreed and the data upload facility has
been amended to reflect the changes we will start to commission the data collection
within the region.
System Release – this will very much depend upon the changes required.
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